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This business plan presents a proposal for Marin to form a regional CCA program serving the 
unincorporated  areas  of  the  county  as  well  as  eleven  cities  located  within  the  county's geographic 
boundary.  The plan sets forth proposals for how a Marin CCA program would be organized, funded and 
operated.  Highlights of the plan include:  
  

Y   The  County  of  Marin  and  eleven  participating  cities  would  form  a  new  Joint  Powers 
Agency during early 2009 (potentially earlier, depending on various requisite approvals  
by  the  county  and  cities),  tentatively  named  the  Marin  Clean  Energy  Joint  Powers 
Authority ("Marin Clean Energy" or "MCE") for purposes of offering CCA services to  
customers beginning in 2010 (subject to further refinement of this plan).  

Y   MCE would negotiate contracts with third party electric suppliers to provide electricity to  
customers  and  provide  other  technical  services  required  for  the  program  under  a public/
private partnership model;  

Y   MCE would offer two distinct renewable energy supply options to program customers, reflecting 
differing preferences within the Marin Communities:  

•  100  percent  renewable  energy  supply  from  resources  such  as  wind,  solar, 
geothermal  and  biomass,  at  a  specified  price  premium  reflective  of  renewable 
energy and related program operating costs; or  

•  A  graduated  renewable  supply  option  with  rates  equivalent  to  those  of  the 
incumbent utility - under this option, Marin Clean Energy would initially supply 25 
percent renewable power, increasing this supply to more than  50 percent by 2014.  

Y   MCE  would  continue  to  increase  its  renewable  energy  procurement/deliveries  within the  
graduated  renewable  supply  option  to  achieve  the  long-term  goal  of  100  percent renewable  
energy  supply  for  the  entire  program  subject  to  economic  and  operational constraints;  

Y   MCE  would  develop  or  otherwise  obtain  entitlements  to  up  to  200  MW  of  new renewable 
generation by 2014, financed with tax-exempt revenue bonds;  

Y   MCE   would   leverage   existing   state   and   federal   incentives   to   achieve   a   targeted 
deployment  of  at  least  13  MW  of  distributed  solar  (photovoltaic)  systems  within  its 
boundaries by 2019;  

Y   MCE   would   promote   additional   energy   efficiency   efforts   and   ultimately   seek   to 
administer  all  energy  efficiency  programs  within  its  jurisdiction,  as  envisioned  by AB 117; 
and  

Y   Through  implementation  of  the  proposed  CCA  Program,  the  Cities  would  cause  a reduction 
in greenhouse gas emissions of between  302,330 and  534,369 metric tons per year  by  2019,  as  
the  renewable  resources  procured  and  developed  by  MCE  would displace production from 
natural gas fueled power plants.  

  
The  financial  plan  and  customer  rate  impacts  presented  in  Chapter  4  should  be  considered 
illustrative pending incorporation of prices that will be provided by the market in a Request for  
Bid  that  will  be  issued  around  January  2009,  subject  to  various  requisite  approvals  by  the county 
and cities.  For the time being, information contained in the Financing Plan is based on  
energy  prices received by  other  CCA  programs, such  as  the  aspiring  East  Bay  CCA Program  
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